Status of the SPHERE project for the high energy cosmic ray study by
registering reflected Cherenkov light with a drone-borne detector
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Advantages of the method

Abstract
Here we present the current status of the SPHERE project’s new
detector technical design. The SPHERE project is aimed at the
primary cosmic ray studies in 1-1000 PeV energy range using the
reflected Cherenkov light method. The concept is discussed of a
drone mounted detector with a photosensitive camera based on
silicon photomultipliers. The design details of a small scale
prototype of such a detector is presented.

Introduction
The 1-1000 PeV energy range is a transitional one from galactic to extragalactic primary cosmic
rays (PCR). More than 50 years ago in this range near 3 PeV energy a change in slope of PCR
energy spectrum was discovered. But the new features in energy spectrum structure are still being
discovered. And the mechanisms and phenomena behind those features are of interest for present
day astrophysics. One of the main reasons for those changes of slope most probably is the change
in PCR mass composition. The existing method of PCR studies allow only the average PCR mass to
be estimated or at best allow the division of the general PCR flux into separate “light” and “heavy”
groups. In general, the PCR mass estimation is done using the comparison of data on average
depth of extensive air shower (EAS) development maximum and the data of the cascade
simulations.
The method the project is based on the realization of the PCR
study method [1] proposed by Alexander Chudakov - registration
of the Cherenkov light (CL) of EAS reflected from the snow
surface. This technique was successfully implemented earlier in
the SPHERE project [2] in particular in the experiments with
SPHERE-2 detector [3]. The small detector SPHERE-2 was carried
by a tethered balloon above snow covered Baikal lake in Russia.
The experiment was carefully simulated [4] and the results on
the primary cosmic ray energy spectrum and the chemical
composition were published [5]. The event-by-event data
analysis approach being an integral part of the reflected CL
registration method allows higher accuracy in PCR mass
composition study compared to existing ground detectors. This
high accuracy is achieved through assigning a mass number to
each individual event after a careful analysis of each EAS CL
lateral distribution function without building any intermediate
distribution of “typical” characteristics like depth of shower
maximum. Now there are no detectors that have successfully
used this registration method.
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Provides a significant area of CL registration using a compact device;
Accurate estimation of PCR energy in an individual event in comparison with
other methods;
The field of view of the individual sensitive elements of the device covers a
significant part of the surveyed area, which allows observation the CL from EAS
near the shower axis, usually inaccessible to ground-based CL detector arrays.
This circumstance significantly increases the accuracy of the primary particle
type estimation;
Allows measurement of the same PCR energy range with different resolution
(distance between the centres of the fields of view of neighbouring sensing
elements) using variation of the detector elevation, which allows you to control
the magnitude of systematic errors.

SiPM segment prototype
The main sensitive element of
the new detector will consist of 7channel SiPM boards based on
Micro FC-60035 SiPMs. The tests
of
a
such
boards
were
successfully completed. Each
board was equipped with 7
preamplifiers and a temperature
sensor. Each SiPM was equipped
with
a
CA10929_Boom-MC-W
light collector with and angular
characteristic of ±24 degrees at
50% effectiveness. In this project,
we plan to modify and adapt the
SiPM board for use in a wide
angle optical system.

SiPM modelling

The main aim of this project is to design a new detector for PCR mass composition study in the 11000 PeV energy range. The main advantage of the project is the use of silicon photomultipliers in
photosensitive camera and an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) for the detector elevation above
ground. The combination of the reflected CL registration method with its specific data analysis
approaches is a unique feature of this project.
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(Left) An electronic circuity model approximating real SiPM.
The circuit model was built in MATLAB Simulink. (Top) The
model curve of current pulse from a single photoelectron
obtained from MATLAB Simulink in comparison to the
manufacturer provided curve.

Detector Design
It is planned to design a compact detector that will have the following
characteristics:
Parameter

Prototype of the detector

Target Detector

Sensitive area of optics
(aperture input window)

0,1 m2

1 m2

Mirror diameter

80 cm

1500 cm

Viewing angle of the optical system

±25°

±25°

up to 133

up to 3000

Detector weight

up to 10 kg

up to 50 kg

Detector lifting height

up to 500 m

up to 2000 m

Number of mosaic elements
(silicon PMTs)

1) Diaphragm
∅460 mm;

2

1

2) Mirror
∅800 mm
Rcurv=500 mm;
3) Photo-sensor
∅250 mm,
Rcurv=300 mm.

3
The mirror for the
detector will be made
on
the
basis
of
composite
materials.
The mirror base is
made
of
cellular
aluminium This design
has sufficient rigidity
and low weight.

The detector will use the
Schmidt optical system. In
this system, the central part
of the mirror is not used
since it is in the shadow of
the photodetector. This area
can be used by a system
with approximate aperture of
100 cm2 for registration of
the direct CL. Calculations
show that for the EAS from 1
PeV proton the CL photons
density is ~100 photons per
cm at a distance of 100 m
from the shower axis. Taking
into account the SiPM
quantum efficiency and
losses on optical elements
the expected number of
registered photoelectrons is
around 1000. The estimation
of the primary particle mass
can use the information on
the intensity and angular
properties of the direct CL in
addition to the data on the
reflected CL. It is assumed
that the EAS from the
primary proton should form a
light spot different of Fe
nuclei at the same primary
energy and depth of EAS
maximum.

Experiment modelling
Criterion value distributions for p, N, Fe
primaries.
Zenith angle: 15°.
Atmosphere model: 11.
Figures inside the panels denote the probabilities
of misclassification (classification errors) for pairs
of primary particles p-N and N-Fe.
a,b – E0 = 10PeV,
c,d – E0 = 30PeV,
a,c – h(elevation above the snowed surface) =
500m,
b,d – h = 900m.

Conclusion
The development of a new SiPM based detector for the EAS studied continues. A prototype of a
photosensitive matrix element has been developed and is being tested. The detector design and
feasibility of some technical solutions are being studied. For this purpose, a SiPM circuit model
with a fast output was created. The analysis of the detector design performance relative to the
mass composition study is continued.
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